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ADDING FILES 

In This Document: 
Learn how to create files for your firm. 
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OVERVIEW 

This document examines how to open, add, and edit files in Soluno®. It also describes using the File 
Manager function to view/change existing contact information. 

The file (or matter) is the basis for all activities in Soluno, and so the more detail you provide during file 
creation, the greater the benefit and flexibility when moving through your firm’s work cycle. 

 

IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS 

There are a few key terms that should be understood before exploring this process. 

• CLIENTS CONTACTS: The parties for whom your firm is working. 
• CONTACT NUMBER: An alpha‐numeric identifier for the client contact (can be up to 20 

characters).  
• FILE: The individual cases or matters worked on for a client. 
• FILE NUMBER: A unique, alpha‐numeric identifier for the file/matter (can be up to 20 

characters). 
 

NEW FILES 

To begin creating a new file, navigate to CONTACTS AND FILES → NEW FILE. The new file data entry 
fields will appear automatically. Let’s dive into what information is required for each of these fields. 

 

CONTACT: This is where you link a contact to the new file. All files must be associated to either an 
individual or a group contact. Consult the Adding Contacts document to learn more. 

ADDING A CONTACT WHILE CREATING A FILE 

If the file you are creating requires a brand‐new contact or contact group, you can do so from within the 
New File function. To start, select one of two options to the right of the CONTACT field. 

ADD A NEW CONTACT: Selecting this option will take you to the NEW CONTACT screen to add a 
New Contact and File in one procedure. 
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   Note: This list can be edited by going to ADMINISTRATOR SETTINGS →RATES/CODES → TASK CODES 

 

     

 ADD A NEW CONTACT GROUP: This will take you to the New Group Contact screen. With this 
option, a group of contacts can be created for split billing purposes. 

FILE: Once a contact is selected or created, the FILE field will automatically populate using the numbering 
convention set up in Firm settings. 

OPEN DATE: In this field, add the day the file was opened. 

AREA OF PRACTICE: Select the Area of Practice (or type of law) for the file. Start typing the information 
you know, and the list will populate. 

Note: If the area of practice is not on the list, you can add one by going to ADMINISTRATOR 
SETTINGS → FIRM → AREA OF PRACTICE. 

  

 

 

DEFAULT TASK: This optional field can be used to describe the nature of legal work performed on the 
file. If you choose to fill this space in, select the appropriate TASK CODE from the task code list.  

 

RESPONSIBLE: This field establishes the fee earner responsible for the file. This information is 
tracked on most views and reports. By clicking on the box, all available fee earners will be listed, 
alternatively start typing in the fee earners name and the list will populate. 
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RATE GROUP: You can select the default rate for the new file using this field. This comes in handy 
when time is entered on the time sheet or quick entry screens. By setting a default rate group, data 
on the time sheet or quick entry will automatically populate with the appropriate rate and calculate 
against the time entered. 

To create or edit a rate group go to ADMINISTRATOR SETTINGS → RATES/CODES → RATE GROUPS. 
To learn more, consult the Rate Groups document. 

DESCRIPTION: The description of the file you enter here will appear on invoices and reports. When 
searching for files in the file/matter fields, you can search by description. (E.g. Drafting a Will for 
Mr. Smith) 
 

ADDITIONAL DATA ENTRY FIELDS 

After all the fields above have been appropriately filled in, you may choose to fill out additional 
entry fields. These additional entries can be found by expanding the collapsible headings below the 
main data entry area. 

Let’s explore the additional data you can add to your file. 

FILE STAFF 

This section is where you determine any additional fee earners that have specific roles with the 
work on the file. On the left of this section, you will see three ROLE FIELDS; 

• RESPONSIBLE: This identifies the fee earner responsible for the outcome of the file. 
• ASSIGNED: The fee earner who is assigned to the file (and in many instances does much of 

the work) should be listed under this title. 
• LEAD: The main timekeeper working on the file should be identified here. 
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By default, the responsible fee earner will be populated in the RESPONSIBLE, ASSIGNED, and LEAD 
areas. Click the line beneath each title to manually change the person assigned to each field. 

To the right of the role fields is the FEE ALLOCATION section. Here, any additional users will be 
automatically populated (if they hold one of the three roles), or you can add additional users that have a 
stake in the file. 

 

FEE EARNER: This column identifies who in the list of users is a fee earner. 

FEE ALLOC. % FOR G/L: This displays the percentage allocation of total fee revenues posted to the 
general ledger. 

INTRODUCING %: Rainmaker percentage each fee earner has with regards to the file.  

Note: This will be reflected on the summary sections of the billings and collections views/reports. 

BILLING ORDER: The order in which timekeepers will appear on an invoice will always default to 
alphabetical order. However, you can manually override the default order within this column. 

NOTE FIELD: anything relevant to the users involvement in the file. 

BILLING SETTINGS 

The defaults for this section are predetermined from system settings, unless they have been overridden 
by the contact’s default settings. To overwrite both the system settings and the contact billing defaults, 
you can manually adjust them with the BILLING SETTINGS section.  

This section can also determine if any HOLD STATUS is required on the file.  

 

• If there is no hold, NEW ENTRIES ALLOWED should be selected. 
• If a file needs to be placed on hold manually, then select ON HOLD.  
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If the MINIMUM RETAINER thresholds have been set, then the system will automatically place the file on 
hold until those thresholds have been met.  

The RETAINER ARRANGEMENTS section of the Billing Group is where retainer thresholds can be set up. 
To view any retainer arrangements click on ADMINISTRATOR SETTINGS → BILLING → BILLING GROUPS 
and select the BILL GROUP in question.  

Note: When a file is placed on hold, and when the save button is clicked, a warning will 
appear notifying you of the files on hold. At that point the user can accept or skip the 
warning message. 

BILLING GROUP OVERRIDES: If permitted by the system, you can override any of the Billing Groups 
Arrangements. This only applies if the billing group overrides are set to: SET IN INDIVIDUAL FILES. See 
ADMINISTRATOR SETTINGS → BILLING → BILLING GROUPS and consult the Billing Groups document to 
learn more. 

SPLIT/ADVANCED BILLING 

In this section you can assign split billing percentages to more than one contact on the file. 

The contacts involved must be members of a Group Contact in order to create a split billing file. The 
percentage of financial responsibility for each contact can be set in the percentage field 

Note: The split percentage amount needs to add up to 100%. 

 

ADDITIONAL CONTACTS TO NOTIFY (CC) DURING BILLING: This section of the entry field allows for 
the additional contact(s) to be included (CC’d) on the invoice. An example of this would be if you are 
billing a division within a business, and the accounting department also requires a copy of the 
invoice. Click in the Lookup window and type in a contact number or name. Once the correct 
existing contact has been identified, click on the Add Contact button, to include them on the 
invoice.  
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This will show the selected contact’s number, description, name, and company (if applicable). 

To remove the contact from the CC of invoice emails, select the desired contact and then click the 
DELETE button. 

 

To force the billing address on an invoice to a specific contact, you can enter their information in 
the CONTACT FOR BILLING ADDRESS field. 

 

ELECTRONIC BILLING 

Files will always default to NOT USING ELECTRONIC BILLING. However, if the file needs to be 
uploaded to an e‐Billing clearing house, you can select the appropriate electronic billing format in 
this section. 

The industry standard format is LEDES98B. If the file requires another type of format, contact Soluno 
Support for assistance.  
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REFERRED INFO 

This section can be used to track referrals for compensation or business purposes. In this area you 
can enter a user, contact, or an alternate source (e.g. LinkedIn, Google, and Facebook). 

ADDITIONAL CONTACTS 

If there are any other contacts related to the file, they can be added here. The ROLE and ROLE 
DESCRIPTION help determine the contact’s expertise or resource ability (e.g. Opposing Party, 
Opposing Counsel, Insurance Adjustor). To select the appropriate role, click the Role field associated 
to the desired contact. The ROLE DESCRIPTION will populate once a role is selected. 

 

To create Roles, go to ADMINISTRATOR SETTINGS → CONTACT/CASEFILE → CONTACT ROLES.  

NOTES 

This additional data section allows you to add temporary notes that are associated with the file. 
These notes will display every time you are in the file manager and can be deleted and edited at any 
time. 

TAGS  

Tags come in handy if you are looking to categorize your file into groups for marketing, mailing and 
reporting purposes. Tags can also be used to provide additional Contact and Case Files security 
overrides. See the Security Documentation article for further information. 

OTHER 

This field allows you to enter Court ID and Jurisdiction; the Judge associated with the case; the 
location of the file; and any cross‐reference information.  

DATA TEMPLATES 

The DATA TEMPLATES button is located at the bottom of all the collapsible entry fields. You can use data 
templates to add additional custom fields to the file. 

For more information regarding data templates contact Soluno Support. 
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